September 2022
In This Marque
•

The Great 2022 Dayton BCD Report-out

•

Vintage Triumph Register 2022 National
Meeting

•

Planning for TRA 2023

•

Hey, did we mention we have tech
articles?

Tim Moore says this is truth…

Events this month:
•

7 - MVT Monthly Meeting

•

11 - Cinci BCD

•

18 - Dayton Concourse d’Elegance

•

18 - Fairborn Car Show

•

Obligatory Disclaimer
"The Marque" is the official publication of the
Miami Valley Triumphs Car Club, P. O. Box 144,
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Bellbrook, OH 45305. Views stated in the
"Marque" are not necessarily those of the officers
or members of the club. Technical data is
provided for information only and no liability is
assumed for suitability, applicability, or safety.
We also don’t vouch for spelling or grammar – the
editor is an engineer…
Technical advice given within is the opinion of the
writer and should not be construed as
professional advice nor relied upon. They are not
official advice of Miami Valley Triumphs, MVT
officers, or MVT members. As with all
maintenance and repairs the reader should do
their homework and get multiple opinions.

MVT Club Info

Webmaster: John Coutant,
john.coutant@gmail.com
Events & Newsletter Editor: Bruce Clough,
937-376-9946, portabezi@hotmail.com
Club Address – MVT, P.O. Box 144, Bellbrook,
OH 45305.
Club Website:
https://www.miamivalleytriumphs.org/
We
are
also
on
Facebook
at
https://www.facebook.com/groups/165489320475
1113/ - this is a closed group so you will need to
request joining.
Please
send
comments/suggestions
to:
miamivalleytriumphs@gmail.com or to the PO
Box.
Cutoff date for next month's Marque is the 25th
of the month or when the editor screams...

National Affiliations:
Vintage Triumph Register

Miami Valley Triumphs is a non-profit club
founded to preserve and enjoy Triumph and
Standard automobiles. You do not have to own a
Triumph or Standard to be in the club, just be
interested in the preservation of the marque. For
more info on joining the club and dues please
contact the MVT Membership Chair (contact info
below).
President: John Coutant,
john.coutant@gmail.com
Vice President: Chuck White,
triumph.driver@gmail.com
Secretary: Clyde Collins,
cyaclyde@outlook.com
Treasurer: Harry Mague, 937- 426-3802
Membership: Valerie Relue,
vleigh607p@gmail.com

MVT is proudly a Chapter of the Vintage Triumph
Register, the link to their comprehensive website
is: http://vintagetriumphregister.org/ .
The Vintage Triumph Register (VTR) is a North
American Triumph car club of nearly 3000
Triumph owners and enthusiasts supporting and
showcasing all models of Triumphs. Their awardwinning VTR web site has been assembled
through the co-operative efforts of many VTR
members and make the VTR site a current and
accurate resource for Triumph enthusiasts
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worldwide.
VTR publishes a bi-monthly
magazine, The Vintage Triumph, which is filled
with valuable historical and technical articles and
industry news. In addition to the magazine,
membership in VTR also includes:
•

Access to VTR’s staff of volunteer vehicle
consultants

•

Various VTR Triumph car club regalia

•

Low-cost collector car liability insurance to
members at costs far below regular
insurance rates

•

An annual convention, hosted each year
by one of VTR’s many local chapters.

In addition to VTR and TRA, MVT members are
also part of other model-specific clubs such as:
6-Pack (TR6/TR-250) http://www.6-pack.org/j15/
North American Spitfire Squadron for Triumph
Spitfire & GT6 owners: http://www.nasshq.org/ .
Triumph Wedge Owners Association for TR7 and
TR8 owners: https://triumphwedgeowners.org/ .
We actively participate in activities of these clubs
and their endeavors to preserve the marque.

MVT Monthly Meeting

If you are interested in becoming a member (you
don’t have to own a Triumph to join), please head
to this website for complete information:
https://vintagetriumphregister.org/whatisvtr/

Triumph Register of America

MVT Monthly Meetings are held on the first
Wednesday of each month at Archers Tavern
Kettering, 2030 E Dorothy Ln, Kettering, OH
45420, (937) 291-1015. We are in the meeting
room off the bar at the front of the tavern. We
have dinner and socializing at 6:30PM and the
president usually ruins our fun by starting a
meeting at 7:30PM.
MVT is a Center of the Triumph Register of
America, website: http://triumphregister.com/.

http://archerstavern.com/archerstavern/

TRA was established to aid TR2, 3, 3A, 3B, 4,
and 4A owners in the preservation, maintenance
and enjoyment of their classic sports cars and is
focused on growing local groups of TR2, 3, 3A,
3B, 4, and 4A owners. We believe that local used
parts supply networks and local activities such as
technical workshops or rallies provide the binding
glue for our National organization. TRA is firmly a
grassroots organization, which offers many
advantages and services for individual members,
groups, and local centers.
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Officer’s Reports

and welcome new members, and say thanks and
goodbye to those leaving.

President’s Report

Now that Dayton BCD and VTR have been held,
we are starting to work on the many items for TRA
2023 with greater detail.
The first item was
arranging the host hotel and that has been
completed for some time. Reservations for rooms
in the TRA 2023 block are now open and,
following notices on the TRA 2023 Facebook
page and web site, a large number of rooms have
already been booked. A word of advice, if you are
planning to stay overnight at the Hueston Woods
Lodge, make your reservations soon because
rooms can get scarce in the area in June with
Miami University activities. Check out the lodging
information at:
https://www.miamivalleytriumphs.org/tra2023lodging

Fall is Here
John Coutant
September is here and the official start of fall is
just a few weeks away but I am already in the fall
mode of cool mornings and nice afternoons.
Some of my favorite drives are on the horizon like
the Farm Tour and Little Miami Fall Tour.
Unfortunately, that means only a few more
months of good TR weather before it is time to put
them away for the winter.

On a personal note, I will miss the September
MVT monthly meeting on September 7th as Betsy
is having the second knee replacement done on
the 2nd of September and I will be back on junior
assistant health aid service for a while. Our
illustrious vice-president, Chuck White, will take
over the gavel for the meeting.
Enjoy the fall weather and your Triumph.

Vice President’s Report

Dayton BCD turned out to be a good day but the
early morning showers, especially down south
here around Cincinnati, kept a lot of people away
so our attendance was down a bit, especially
compared to the numbers we had last year. We’ll
have a final report by the next meeting. I wanted
to thank everyone that helped out and made it a
success in spite of the challenges we had like a
new physical flow for registration and the absence
of Bruce and Alice due to COVID. It takes a lot of
effort by MVT and the MG club to put this show on
each year and one of the rewards we get are the
positive comments from participants on how great
the event was.

Chuck didin’t submit an article for this month, but
he did show me a pic of an old car of his:

Thanks to our Membership Chairperson, Valerie
Relue, we’ve closed out our membership renewal
period with 53 members. It takes some effort to
“gently remind” people to renew their dues, attract

Said he had to stop driving it because it wanted to
nest, or something like that…
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was $183.00. For the month of August, the club
had the following expenses: Post Office Box for
$182.90, Renewal of the Club’s liability insurance,
and a misc. expense for BCD Flags for $15.36.
Total expense for August was $447.36. As of 1
September 2022, the club’s account balance is
$2801.42.

Marque Editor’s Report
Bruce Clough

Respectfully submitted,
Harry Mague.

Membership Chair Report

55

I had about a day to get this together after coming
back from VTR’22 - thanks to all who submitted
articles - that makes it a lot easier!
We are also adding VTR Newsletter Editor Shawn
Frank to the reception list for this rag. Want to
make sure they know what we are up to, or not up
to, as the case may be!

Treasurer’s Report
Valerie Relue

Harry Mague

We are at 55 memberships with two new
additions:

As of 1 August 2022, the club account had a
balance of $3065.78. For the month of August,
the club’s income was from 50/50 for $13.00,
memberships for $85.00, and from the sale of tee
shirts at BCD for $85.00. Total income for August

•

Claudia Kropas-Hughes of West Carrollton
just joined our group of Triumph
enthusiasts. She owns (and surely loves)
a 1979 red TR7 with a beige interior. We
welcome Claudia and hope to soon meet
her in person.

•

Mark and Janet Neal reside in Springboro
and have a 1973 yellow TR6 which
presumably resides with them. We hope
to meet the Neals (and admire their
Triumph) soon.

Please join me in welcoming them to our club.
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I am going to have to bug-out on leading the Cinci
BCD caravan for us coming down from the north our Best Man and wife will be stopping by that
day, so we will have to find someone else to lead
the caravan.
We have a good number of MVT’ers involved in
the Dayton Concours on the 18th, so if you have
time please stop out at Carillon Park to see the
large display of classic cars.
The Farm Tour is on for the 24th. As usual, leave
room for pumpkins and we will stop somewhere
for pumpkin lattes…
Okay - that’s about it - more events info following.
Got to get to writing…

Events Chair Report
Bruce Clough

Wow, is it September already? My gosh how time
flies. August was an interesting month, with the
front half of it impacted by COVID, and the back
half by VTR National Convention. Glad BCD went
off well on a threatening day. Write-ups on all
involved inside this month’s newsletter!
September has a few events in it. Starts off with
the Cinci BCD and ends with the Farm Stand Tour
with a few car shows in-between.
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MVT Events
Calendar

Secretary (absent due to surgery – we wish him
well! - Patti Clifford filled in) :2 corrections to last
month’s minutes:
In Technical report, John
Coutant mentioned Moss Motors slow response to
refunds, not John Clifford. Also, Tom Hesse is
not yet a member, he was a guest last month.
Chuck White made motion to accept, Stan Seto
seconded, motion carried.

Past

Membership Valerie Relue: 55 members. We still
have 6 members who have not renewed and have
until BCD to renew. If not renewed, they will be
dropped from the roster.

August 2022

Events Bruce Clough

3 - MVT Monthly Membership
Meeting Minutes

Past Events
JULY

Patti Clifford (for Clyde Collins)

•

Drive northern Miami Valley tour by John
Clifford and Jeff Barth – good time, 6 cars
participated, had great weather and nice
lunch at 3 Joes. Drive ended at 21 Barrels
Winery north of Bradford.

BCD coming quickly, will

•

John and Patti traveled to Pittsburg to
watch the Kastner Cup Race.

Request for Changes / Additions to Agenda
None

•

Biscuits and Tea at Archers

•

Pooless Pool Party at Roger and Carol
Rutledge’s. Great time as always! Carol
wants to consider moving date to
September in hopes it won’t be so hot!

Meeting called to order 7:33.
19 members in attendance
Opening Remarks John Coutant:
Not much to report.
cover that later.

Introduction of Guests/New Members
John Coutant welcomed our newest member,
Mike Harmon. Mark has a 59 TR3A that he wants
to get back on the road. Also has an MGB. John
commented that we welcome all cars on our
tours.

Upcoming Events:
AUGUST:

Officer Reports:
President John Coutant: Not much to report see
Marque. John will not be at the September
meeting as Betsy is having her surgery on
September 2. (We wish her well!) Chuck will
conduct the meeting.
Vice President Chuck White: Chuck said they
didn’t win the mega lottery so they are still here.
Treasurer Harry Mague: $3065.78 in account, we
are in fine shape. He did comment on the post
office box cost. Was about $54 when we opened
it and just wrote a check for $182 for this year.
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•

3 – Monthly meeting at Archers

•

6 – BCD at Eastwood Park

•

8,9,10 or 11 – Hueston Woods trip take
pictures and look at area for TRA 2023
(Depending on weather, watch for emails)

•

13 – Indianapolis British Car Show in
Zionsville

•

18 – TRA meeting at Village Family
Restaurant in Waynesville

•

27 – Bob Poole Orphan Car Show in
Yellow

•

29 – Sept. 1 – VTR in Galena Il. Clough’s,
Barth’s, and Clifford’s plan to attend.

Standing Committee Reports

50-50 Raffle
$13 John Clifford
Adjourn

Technical: Bruce absent, nothing to report

8:23 PM, motion Stan Seto 2nd Scott Huey,
motion carried.

Marque: Nothing new
Spare Parts: Chris Yanity reported that Mark
Macy (Tipp City) will be having a British Car
Cruise in on September 10.
There will be
refreshments and a tour of his place, along with
gifts for the first 50 cars. Chris has an old TR7
and MGB-GT parts catalog if anyone is interested.
Also still has TR3 parts available. Chuck White
says he purchased a Lift-the-dot tool and it is
available if anyone needs it. Mark Shaner said he
has one too and also a lot of heavy-duty sewing
equipment if needed.
Website: Nothing new
Memorabilia: All listed in Marque and Website email Harry if interested.
Event Committee Reports:
BCD: This show helps defray the cost of banquet,
pooless pool party and the soirée. There will be 9
vendors this year.
There are 173 cars
preregistered which is higher than the last 2
shows. Hoping for a good turnout, depending on
weather! Lots of discussion about how to set up
the registration since the park has changed our
entry point.

6 - Dayton BCD
Compiled by Bruce Clough
First, a note from the BCD Chairman Skip
Peterson:
BCD'ers,
Number 37 is in the books. Thank you all for
your usual brilliant effort. After a drizzly,
sloppy start, things turned around and we had
a great day.

TRA 2023: We will go to Hueston Woods to look
around and take pictures for promotional
brochures. Watch emails for dates, which depend
on weather.

Great cars and people and we once again
hosted our annual summer party. I appreciate
everything all of you do to make this work. I
heard one complaint, an older man said the
music was awful. I thanked him for his input
and for coming and he said he was talking to
really nice people.

Old Business

Thanks again and Cheers.

None

Skip

New Business:

We were not at the show due to COVID. Normally
I’d write up an article, but instead I’ll provide some
captions for photos I was sent, and we have a few
nice write-ups by Stan and Greg.

John Clifford passed the Keep it on the Road
award for 2021 to Stan (they tied last year and
John had it the first 6 months). John Coutant
showed off his book that his friend Frank (who
has taken several drives with us!) made for him
detailing the last 5 years of tours. Several people
expressed interest in purchasing a copy and John
will check with Frank to see if that is possible.

Congrats to all the winners, and thanks to the
MVT membership for stepping up to help run the
event.
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Valerie making sure we all had shirts!

Maybe Hades is a bit cold - a threatening day,
but we had XKE’s….

Ballot counting - no hanging chads here…

Vendor Row ready for the visitors…

We had TR3s…

…TR6s…
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And the bevy of Wedgeamites…

John Clifford collects some hardware for Best
in Class…

BCD 2022, The view from a participant
Stan Seto
Alarm went off at 5 AM. It was dark! Showered,
got a short breakfast, instant Coffee in a capped
“Yeti” cup, garage door down at 6:10 AM as I
backed down the driveway and headed toward I275. Car was loaded with stuff needed for this
morning’s activities.
I-275 to I-75 and north toward Dayton. No sun this
morning, sky overcast and there was a light mist
gathering on the windshield.
Pres John’s car looks spiffy…

Reached Eastwood Park at 7. Entry banner was a
welcome sight. 20 mph forever to the parking lot.
Five or six members were there already. Drove to
the pavilion, unloaded most of my cargo onto the
tables, re-parked the car in the lot and grabbed
my raincoat.

Constable Roy rolls up for a Best-In Class
Trophy…

Remember MVT and the MG club bought a
banner for the park entrance to show folks where
to turn in from Harshman Road? Well the flag
company screwed up our initial order and we,
somehow, ended up with three banners. More on
this from Greg Relue. So, the one good thing
happening was we now had two flags posted at
either side of where we were going to run cars off
the parking lot, through Registration, and onto the
field.
My first job was to get the arrival lanes set, and
John Coutant and Greg Relue had some ideas on
how to go about that. After some discussions
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about the location and direction of traffic, stakes
got hammered into the ground. Harry Mague
showed up and started to organize the pavilion for
those cars which had not pre-registered. We
hoped to see a lot of them.
Coffee was still too hot to drink, as I started to
assemble the two lane signs. We still needed a
tent for the people and the bags of cars
registered. Greg came to me and volunteered the
other tent normally put down beside the shirt tent.
Jeff Barth and others helped erect that tent and
set-up a table for the boxes. It was all starting to
come together.
Rain started to fall. Rain jacket on, retreat to the
pavilion, coffee cool enough to drink. It was now
about 8 o’clock. Rain fell for about twenty
minutes. The clouds started to break-up. It did not
rain on us the rest of the day, and it was starting
to get warmer. Elsewhere it did rain the rest of the
day and we ended up with only a few cars from
Cincinnati and its surrounds. The ice cream
vendor showed up and got parked and the food
vendor appeared at about 10 AM. Neither had
brought coffee.
The cars, Not Registered and Registered, started
to trickle in between 8:30 and 9:00. Eight or nine
Miata’s showed up and got parked OK.
Our set-up of the Registration Lanes seemed to
work very well as there was only a little confusion
as to which lane to pick. I think lane separation
had something to do with that. Also at about ten
o’clock or so, spectators began to show-up and
rows of cars were starting to appear on the soccer
field to the north.
It was hard to determine exactly what we had in
terms of spectators, I never got up the road to see
how full the spectator parking was. We think we
normally get about 1000 to 1200 people walking
in, as this event is well publicized. We may not
have hit 1000 this year, but I think we were over
750.
As the cloud cover dissipated and more cars
drove in it seemed like a typical British Car Day,
but right in front of us was to be a row of Spitfires
and only one car sat there, and for most of the
day.

The MG Club seemed to have developed a good
system for getting the cars parked. Immediately
as the cars left Registration, an MG Club member
stopped them, checked their class and gave the
driver instructions as to where on the field his
class was. I also think that changing the row
designations to either an alphabet letter or a
number appeared to work in our favor than just
numbered rows. Also, making the end of the row
signage larger made it easier to read and from
further away.
Greg Relue organizes the vendors. We normally
get a half dozen or so. Today vendors kept
showing up. By early afternoon we had some
twelve vendor’s, four or five of whom also entered
cars. Greg’s corner of the park got crowded.
We hit 200 cars registered, and the weather was
now not only clear and hot, there were no rain
storms anywhere near us on the weather channel.
It looked like we’d get through the awards rainfree.
12 o’clock came and the trickle of cars stopped.
We had garnered a total registration of 232, but
that empty row for Spitfires stared us in the face. I
had asked Skip to post someone to get out on the
field at Noon and count the cars. Later, I heard
that that person had reported 164 cars present. I
tracked the reports, from the members manning
the Registered Car tent, of bags picked up by
friends and neighbors of those people who didn’t
show up. That report suggested about 5 – 7 bags
were gathered up. Fairly typical for our meet.
From that and the bags left over after we closed
Registration and the number of cars we had
signed in, it looks like we really had about 210 –
214 cars actually there. Skip later told me he did a
quick walk through and estimated we had about
200 cars there.
Ballot counting started. We had several counting
teams and several individuals doing the counting
by themselves. With reduced numbers of ballots,
by about 2:30 Chris was filling out the scorecards
that go to Skip for the awards ceremony.
It was all over before 4:00 and the field, as
always, emptied quickly.
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The better part of an hour was taken up gathering
in all the signage, tents, parking flags and traffic
cone put out Friday night and this morning. Before
5 PM you couldn’t tell we’d ever visited this place,
and it is rented for 2023. We’ll be back.

Registration for BCD 2022 – Thanks
Stan Seto
I’d like to say “Thanks” to those MG club and MVT
club members who helped us at Registration,
Spectator parking and Ballot Counting on the 6th
of August BCD Event at East Wood Park.
We did not have quite the flood of cars we
expected, but the time still had to be worked. I
know it was not perfect from the standpoint of
having work rotations so everyone got time off for
lunch or just to rest, so, we’ll work on that for
2023, but everybody’s efforts were appreciated.

purple and black. I notified the company and they
apologized. I requested that they double check
the design before printing a new flag. I waited
cautiously. The new flag arrived in three days
and we received another flag pole, another
square weighted base AND a stake base we
didn’t order. The flag, however, was identical to
the first one—still black and purple. So now we
had two faulty flags. Puzzled as to why the
company could not get the colors correct, I
contacted customer service again and reiterated
our need to acquire a red, white, and blue nonpixelated flag in a timely manner. I also replaced
the Union Jack JPG with an Adobe Illustrator
image. They sent the flag over night and to my
surprise, it was correct. Third time’s a charm.

(Editor’s Note - we have an updated track of
Dayton BCD Registrations per Year at the end of
this Marque)

Three Flags Are Better Than One
Greg Relue
Years ago, MVT members voted to purchase a
feather flag incorporating our club logo. It was to
be used primarily to identify the MVT t-shirt booth
during BCD but was available for other events as
well.
I researched local and on-line vendors,
and our members ultimately voted to purchase a
tan, double sided MVT logo bearing flag (with pole
and weighted stand) from a company in
California.
Everything went smoothly with
ordering and delivery and the flag has been in use
for many years.
During an early BCD 2022 planning meeting the
topic of a BCD feather flag was raised. The
committee wanted to view some concept designs
and Stan Seto requested that I contact the same
sign company used for the MVT flag. Various
configurations containing the BCD logo were
presented to the committee, and one was
eventually chosen. I ordered the flag design the
committee agreed on and it arrived in five days.
However, the British Union Jack was not the red,
white and blue it should have been. Rather, the
Union Jack flag was pixelated and the colors were

Not Quite Right!
Now the BCD group had three flags, two poles,
two square bases and one stake. I mentioned the
flag issue to Chris White at our July MVT meeting.
Chris is an accomplished seamstress and I
wondered if she could locate Union Jack flags and
possibly sew new flags over top of the purple and
black pixelated mistakes. She immediately took
up the challenge. During the August MVT meeting
Chris reported she had figured out how to piece
together and sew replacement flags over the
incorrectly printed flags. This actually amounted
to sewing four flags as the signs are double sided,
and Chris spent a significant amount of time
making the corrections. I purchased and donated
an extra flag pole, and on August 6th, we
displayed THREE beautiful BCD flags.
I want to thank Chris White for the time and
expertise she put into correcting those two blue
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and purple pixelated flags. Her handiwork is most
appreciated.

10 - Visit to Oxford for TRA
2023 - Media Session at
Hueston Woods/Oxford
John Coutant
Part of putting an event on like TRA 2023 is
publicity – getting the word out on when and
where the event is being held. Pictures (and
video) are a big part of this and we wanted to get
photos and some video for our TRA 2023 website,
Facebook, and other material. Frank Harrison
and I travelled up to Hueston Woods and met up
with Chuck and Chris White. Frank took photos
while Chuck and Chris showed us where TRA
events were proposed. Following that we drove
into Oxford and met with Kim Daggy of
EnjoyOxford to introduce ourselves and see what
support materials were available for participants
next year. Frank took additional pictures in
Oxford and we ended the trip with lunch at a local
brewpub. You can see a lot of the photos and
one of the videos on the TRA 2023 website:
https://www.miamivalleytriumphs.org/tra-2023

Oxford is the home of Miami University arguably one of the most picturesque
campuses in America.

13 - Indy British Motor Day
No report out for the show, but I am assuming a
few went, so, reporting out at the MVT meeting on
the 7th…

The picturesque Hueston Wood Lodge.

18 - TRA 2023 Team Meeting
Bruce Clough
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Thanks to Chuck we all met in person at the
Village Family Restaurant in Waynesville - they
have a meeting room in the back that was more
than adequate for what we needed to do.
Most of the team members attended, or were
there by Zoom. We went over a lot of things,
including the team’s visit to Oxford as well as
event’s schedule and budget.
The meeting minutes have been drafted up and
released for final edit.
Chris White move over - Jodi managed to fit it
all in!

27 - Bob Pool “Orphan” Car
Show
This is another show we do not have a report for!
Look for a report at the membership meeting.

Headed west the first morning - clear sky, a
little fog, temperature comfortable. Jeff and
Jodi are in front of us - as soon as we got to
Indiana the pot holes started and they lost a
wheel center cap - good thing Jeff has a lot of
spares…
Memories of VTR…

29 - 1 September - Vintage
Triumph Register National
Convention
Bruce Clough with photos from the Cliffords
This will be a story in pictures. Alice, Bruce, Jeff,
Jodi, John, and Patti made the trip there and
back, and have stories to tell. We started the
caravan in Englewood with several more Wedges
joining us for the trip. More discussion after, but
for now let’s tell the story in pictures:

After picking up another Wedge in the caravan
north of Indy we had lunch as a fantastic little
diner in western Indiana - here we were lining
up for a photo-op…
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And here we are all at lunch. The chicken
sandwich I had was really tasty! I noticed
Alice finished her sandwich also, and there
seemed to be empty plates all around!

After lunch we went for ice cream. This was an
interesting place, maybe not a lot of ice cream,
but it was warm outside and the coldness was
refreshing…

We stopped by a winery in central Illinois place was very nice and picturesque, but the
wine was, um, not very good.

That evening we lodged overnight at Peru, IL as usual, I looked for a distillery, and found a
great one right there in Peru - Star Union
Spirits - as John and Patti about that one!

As you might expect - lots of period statues
for Woody’s - including Betty and Marilyn….
Next day at lunch we were on the Mississippi.
What a great view!
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While we were having lunch a train came by been a while since I have been that close to a
moving train while not in a car!

After lunch we drove through a little rain to get
some ice cream - while we were getting the
cold bliss on an island in the Mississippi, a
tornado-warned storm blew up west of us - the
nasty part went north of us, but we still got a
lot of wind and rain - here we are battening
down the hatches!

After the storm passed the sun kinda came
out and we headed west towards the “Field of
Dreams” in Iowa - Jeff, Jody and Tom from
New Jersey kept heading there while we
followed John and Patti to Galena since they
were concerned about a faulty plug wire…

Our host hotel was the Eagle Ridge Resort
Lodge nestled in the driftless part of IL just a
bit east of Galena. The driftless is a part of the
northwest in IL, IA, MN, and WI and was not
glaciated in the Ice Age, so it more resembles
Southeastern Ohio than the rest of the
Midwest - it ain’t flat folks! This is a view of
the lake off the back deck of the lodge - the
property was a nice place - we had a corner
King room that was comfortable.
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No mercy was shown Bill the bartender!
Monday morning was Funkhana time - all
MVT’ers ran it - here we are in line. It helped if
you knew chemistry, could flip a coin, and
were good at shoveling rocks…

Did I mention that Blaum Brothers Distillery is
in Galena? Here they are making a smoked
Old Fashioned for me…

And here is Jeff & Tom - nice butt Tom!

No confusion here, honest….
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After the Funkhana we took off on a run to
Rocky Waters Winery. Wines were nothing to
write home about, and they lost our food order
- to their defense they were slammed by the
crowd. We had outside seating near the front.
After this we took off by ourselves to the
Massburg Ridge Winery - much better, and
much less crowded!

Tuesday morning we went on a breakfast run
to Galena, a few miles west of Eagle Ridge town has a lot of history with President Grant
and lead mines. The town itself is filled with
cute shops and restaurants - this is a resort
town for Chicago - and can keep you busy for
hours!

Later Tuesday afternoon we headed out with
TWOA members for a run, photo-op, and
dinner. Here we are at the photo-op - a scenic
overlook a bit east of Eagle Ridge Resort
where we were staying.

John Clifford was leading the TWOA run - not
having the best of luck with roads - ended up
on a gravel road which we went about 10MPH
(if that) on it. We brought up the rear and tried
not to do a lot of drifting in the corners!
Not pictured here were the MVT efforts at the
autocross - both Cliffords and Barths ran their
cars - we assume they did okay since they
were still running afterwards. If we find
pictures we will post….

Lunchtime on Tuesday we participated in the
Poker Rally. One of the stops was a ski lodge
on the side of the hills sloping down to the
Mississippi - you can see the river in the
distance! What a view…
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Thursday morning was the car show (both
Concours and Participant’s Choice) - here we
are lining up in the confusion at the staging
area.

Wednesday lunch/afternoon we headed to
Potosi, WI, and the Potosi Brewery - fantastic
beers, fantastic food, winery and ice cream
across the street - Wunderbar!

The car show was held down by the river in
Galena - a nice park and a reasonably cool
day. How many cars in the show? Between
150 and 200 if I believe the registration
numbers…

After Potosi, Alice wanted to look at some
quilt stores in Dubuque, IA, so we headed
southwest. One was open, the other seemed
blocked by a street-fair set-up.
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I had to concourse judge, but I took a break
next to Bill Jensen who organized the show
grounds - it was very comfortable in the
shade!

After the show it was time for the VTR Meeting
where members get to hear reports from the
VTR Board members and ask questions.
Shawn Frank, the VTR Magazine editor was
sitting behind us and I had a chance to chat he has not been getting The Marque - we are
going to fix that.

Three MVT Cars in the show - all would
trophy!

Joni in her element….

All for one, and one for all in the MVT entrants!
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Alice with Tom (from NJ) at the banquet - all at
the table would trophy in the car show!

Jeff celebrating “it all fit” getting ready for the
drive home. The dance he did afterwards we
will have to leave to your imagination…

Photo op on the way home at Triumph, IL.

Lunch on the first day headed back for Alice
and Bruce was in North Utica, IL - what a nice
town - the center of the town is blocked off for
eating and a bike path - they also have a
winery tasting room there with great wines!

Of course, on the way home you have to stop
by a quilt store!
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and bonds are made that last a lifetime with that
adventure. Art hangs on a wall, cars you drive!

On the way back we stayed overnight with my
sister and brother-in-law in Lafayette, IN - here
we are crossing the flatlands of eastern Illinois
on the way there…

Future
September 2022

7 - MVT Monthly Membership
Meeting
Archers Tavern Kettering, 2030 E Dorothy Ln,
Kettering, OH 45420, (937) 291-1015. We are in
the meeting room off the bar at the front of the
tavern. We have dinner and socializing at 6:30PM
and the president usually ruins our fun by starting
a meeting at 7:30PM.
http://archerstavern.com/archerstavern/
Here we are back at home. Ran Inca about
2000 miles - no issues except for squeaky
brakes, a water leak or two - the brake parts
are on order - oh, the Garmin died, but we’ll
order a new one of those also….
Next year it will be in Dillard, GA, towards the end
of September, early October. We know the way
to Dillard since TRA 2019 was in Dillard - stand by
for more fun! If you aren’t VTR members - what is
keeping you back? Website for next year will be
this (still under construction):
https://www.vtr2023.org/
I would like to commend all the MVT’ers that went
to VTR on driving to VTR. That is part of the fun,

11 - Cincinnati BCD
Just in from the BCCGC:
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Show title will be ‘Aubrey Rose British Car Day on
the Village Green’. Featured car is the MGB and
they will be celebrating 60 years of the MGB.
The show had to move due to calendar conflicts
with Harbin Park - it now will be at 301 Wessel
Drive, Fairfield Ohio 45014. Registration is from 9
am till noon, show from noon to 3 pm with awards
based on Popular Vote.
There will be food, beer and live music. The entry
fee will be $20 for pre-registration and $25 day of
show. Preregistration opens in May and goes until
the end of August.
We will have to talk about the caravan at the
September membership meeting.
Bruce
usually leads the caravan from Middletown to
the show, but will be unavailable this year.
Registration and more info can be found at:
https://www.bccgc.org/british-car-day
Note that early registration ends on August 31st.

18 - Dayton Concours
d’Elegance
Held at Carillon Park, this is the local premiere car
show for all automobiles, and features stunning
examples from both local and national collectors.
From their website:
The cars and motorcycles of the Fabulous '50s
will be featured at the 2022 Dayton Concours on
Sunday, September 18. There will also be special
class featuring Marmon automobiles. The Dayton
Concours d’Elegance at Carillon Park presented
by AAA is the Midwest’s premier classic & antique
automobile and motorcycle show. The invitational
event brings some of the finest historical cars and
motorcycles together inside the grounds of the 65acre historical park.
The vehicles are either restored to original or
preserved in original condition. Cars from the
early 1900s are displayed alongside the classics
of the '50s and '60s, as well as a variety of two
wheeled machines. Entries are judged and
compete in a number of classes and also for
special awards.
Several MVT members work the show and enjoy
the hades out of it! For more info please head to
the Concours website:

15 - TRA 2023 Team Zoom
Meeting
We will be having a Zoom meeting @ 7:30PM on
the 15th. Bruce has sent the Zoom meeting
details separately, but will follow that up this
month with another reminder email to the club
membership with details. We need to plan for an
upcoming trip to Hueston Woods as well as
finalize budget to get registration forms completed
- registration goes live on 1 October!

https://www.daytonconcours.com/

18 - Fairborn Car Show
From the Miata Club: 32nd Annual Fairborn Car
Show, Main Street & Central Avenue, Fairborn
OH. Register in advance by phoning the Chamber
of Commerce 937.878.3191. Fee: $20. Car club
with the most cars will win a trophy and there will
be special parking for car clubs. In-person
registration opens at 8:00 and ends at noon
https://fairbornchamber.com
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22-25 - 6-Pack Trials
The 2022 TRials is in Lexington Kentucky –
September 22-25 2022. More information can be
found at the TRials website: https://www.6packtrials-2022.com/hotel
For more information: Steven E Broerman (513)
310-1616, sapphiretr@cinci.rr.com - this is being
hosted by Tristate Triumphs

20-23 - Put-In-Bay Races
The 2022 Put-In-Bay races will have MG and
Triumph as featured Marques, including specials
with MG and Triumph engines. For more info
please visit:
http://pibroadrace.com/
Clyde Collins added this observation:
“Putting back in our golf cart from a drubbing at
putt putt golf at Put-In Bay, I saw a fine red 59
TR3 at Biergarten at the Goat. Noting that they
featured Stiegl draft, I announced that I had to go
back and the entire family said as one, ‘I know’.
Triumph owner Rich Hahn and I were introduced
over a mug and discussed MVT, the island car
culture, and our car stories. He liked our card and
said to spread the word about the races. Soon the
brain trust of the island occupied other stools and
a great but responsibly short time was had by all.
Check the website for history and pictures.”

24 - Farm Tour
Get your gourds on and prepare for mums. Can
you say can goods? We will start north and work
south. Might be wine involved, lol.
We will meet at Tim Horton’s in Fairborn on
Dayton-Yellow Springs Road. We will leave at
9:45AM and be off on our adventure!

October 2022
1 - Little Miami River Run. Prepare for a day of
driving fun. Like last year, plan is to start with
breakfast at Clifton Mill, and we will have dinner at
Valley Vineyards - their cookout. Between will be
a lot of driving on country roads and stops at old
favorites, and new places. We have reserved a
table for 16 folks at VV - if you are going please
let Bruce know by September 7th. We will do the
final head count then - folks going need to pay for
their dinners separately by calling VV.
5 - MVT Monthly Membership Meeting - Archers
Tavern Kettering, 2030 E Dorothy Ln, Kettering,
OH 45420, (937) 291-1015. We are in the
meeting room off the bar at the front of the tavern.
We have dinner and socializing at 6:30PM and
the president usually ruins our fun by starting a
meeting at 7:30PM.
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http://archerstavern.com/archerstavern/
8 - Autumn Classic Driving Tour II - Cincinnati
Motoring Society - Details pending

TRA 2023
Bruce Clough - TRA 2023 Chair

TBD - Hueston Woods Visit. Sometime early
October we will be doing another TRA 2023 trip to
Hueston Woods. We will TRA 2023 Trip
22 - Fall Foliage Tour. Your Events chair was
working to make this a multi-day trip during the
week, but alas, I just don’t have the time to put
towards this. Instead, we will start with nice
pumpkin latte at some coffee shop and end the
day at the Spillway Lodge on Cowen Lake. Inbetween expect tree-lined roads and scenic
vistas.
28 - Chili Cook-off and Cruise-In Saturday
October 28 from 4pm to 7pm at the British
Transportation Museum, 321 Hopeland St.
Dayton. Prizes for Best Overall Chili and People’s
Choice. Enter your favorite chili or come enjoy the
talents of others. Tickets are $10. For tickets,
more info, or to enter the cook-off contact
Amanda Hawker at BTMkids1@gmail.com or
937.238.8451. Proceeds to benefit the British
Transportation Museum Building Fund.

November 2022
2 - MVT Monthly Membership Meeting - Archers
Tavern Kettering, 2030 E Dorothy Ln, Kettering,
OH 45420, (937) 291-1015. We are in the
meeting room off the bar at the front of the tavern.
We have dinner and socializing at 6:30PM and
the president usually ruins our fun by starting a
meeting at 7:30PM.
http://archerstavern.com/archerstavern/
5 - Guy Fawkes Tour & Burning - Itinerary TBD,
but a sad fate awaits Guy…
13 - Last Wine Flashmob - CCW

December 2022
3 - Holiday Soiree and December MVT
Business Meeting

We have gone live with the hotel room
registration. There are already about a third of the
rooms in the block gone - most of the lake-view
rooms are booked. If you are planning to attend,
and I hope that is most, to all, of us in MVT, make
your reservations now. Call 513-664-3550 to
make reservations. Do not do it through the
online registration system, or the 800 number.
Please note that this is a direct line to the sales
office. They are open 8AM-4PM EDT M-F. If
they are not there, please leave a message and
they will get back to you. Individuals will need to
mention the Miami Valley Triumphs to get in the
room block.
We had a great meeting at Waynesville last
month. Hat’s off to the Whites for arranging the
room at the restaurant - I knew that room was
back there, but I had never been in it. That’s now
a back-up for some of our events that I will have
to keep in memory. Also hat’s off to our server the food came out fast an hot.
The focus is on getting the teams together
working the individual event planning, the
schedule of events, and the budget. All of this is
focused on getting the registration forms ready to
launch on-line registration by 1 October.
We went over a lot of things - thanks to the team
for moving through all the topics that night
expeditiously. I have circulated the meeting
minutes to the team, and I will get them out to the
club members by email.
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The latest TRA Newsletter has come out, and
there is a nice little piece on TRA 2023 with all the
pertinent information and links.
The next meeting will be by Zoom on-line on the
15th, and that invite to that has also been sent to
club members - hope to see you there! If you
need the invite resent - please let me know.
Bruce

Technical Talk
Edited by Bruce Clough

Triumph YouTube Videos and
Manuals

Okay, so I can somewhat see this, what is driving
all this education. It centers around workshop
manuals, or lack thereof. You can get a repair
manual for modern cars, but it’s either an on-line
look-up, or PDF download - forget paper - these
things have thousands of pages. My ’12 CC
manual had 16,000 pages, yes, 16,000. I carried
it on a tablet I kept in the back. It was a pain to
use, but it was comprehensive. People don’t want
to look through 16,000 pages, don’t want to take
the time, so people head to YouTube as either a
content creator, or content consumer. Either way,
there tended to be some trial and error involved,
mostly error, lots of error.

Bruce Clough

Which brings me back to the TR3 and the videos.
The videos I saw seemed to be a lot like the Z4
ones - a lot of trial and error - a lot of discovery. A
lot of time and effort (and some money) wasted.
Okay, I can see this when the manual is only on
line, expensive, and the manufacturer uses
proprietary fault codes on the OBD accessible
only by $5K equipment and factory training, but
this is a TR3. Workshop manuals are available
and relatively inexpensive. They are not
thousands of pages, and they are printed on dead
trees. I thought I’d see a lot of “Gosh, this seems
wrong, let’s see what the manual says…”, but I
didn’t. It was more “Manual? What, me worry?”

Well, maybe, maybe not…
Just for kicks and grins I spent some quality time
looking at YouTube videos from the perspective of
a non-mechanic TR3 owner wanting to know how
to fix something.
I was appalled.

I use YouTube all the time for repairs of the Z4
and Subarus. I watch several different videos on
the same subject - mostly to see what is in there
and how people approach fixing - the tools and
techniques, as well as the reference materials
they are using.
That’s how I gained the
knowledge to replace the Z4 top hydraulics. Truth
in advertising - I mostly learned how NOT to do it.
I watched a lot of hacks since knowing what not to
do gave me an appreciation on what to do. You
only learn by failure, and I watched a lot of
lessons. They just launch into it without doing any
homework and usually cause them more grief
than is needed.

In more of these that I would have liked I caught
myself screaming at the computer “No, that’s not
really correct, go look at the workshop manual!”
The posters caused themselves more work than
they needed to by not taking a deep breath and
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studying the issue reading the workshop manual.
Makes good entertainment, but bad wrenching.
Moral of the story - read the manual folks, read
the manual before you head off to YouTubeland.
This brings us to our first article this month - by
someone that did his homework…

Rebuilding a GT6 Engine: A
Love Story
Greg Schnittger
This is the saga of my experiences rebuilding my
Triumph GT6 engine, a task I never thought I
could accomplish. It is intended to be 10%
bragging about the job I did, 15% a record of the
process and lessons learned, and 75% hopefully
an inspiration to others that yes, you can do this.
It’s a long story, so I’ll be splitting this up into parts
that are more easily digestible. A huge thanks to
all those who lent a hand along the way. I couldn’t
have done it without you! Part IV was published in
the July 2022 Marque.

Part V: Measure Twice, Machine Once
The exact point of failure was obvious, as I talked
about earlier, but I also took the opportunity to
take some measurements of the bearing surfaces
and cylinder bores. This would help me to
determine if more action was needed and what I
might expect from the machinist. I needed three
things to do this properly: a dial indicator and a
micrometer set. I had the dial indicator since I
needed it to check bearing float when I rebuilt the
rear suspension the previous winter. I was able to
borrow a mic set from my neighbor’s father,
Everett, who had quite a bit of engine-building
experience. He became a valuable resource from
this point forward. The third tool was arguably the
most important: the Workshop Manual. This book
lists all the engine part dimensions and tolerances
that I’d be measuring. Without it, I’d have nothing
to which to compare my results.

The mic set consists of two groups of tools: the
outside micrometer itself, which does all the
measuring, and a bore gauge set, which is used
to find the inner diameter of a hole. The bore
gauge is inserted into the hole and fixed to the
match the diameter. Then the gauge is withdrawn,
and its length measured using the micrometers.
Everett taught me the fine art of using those
micrometers. They took a very steady hand and a
bit of trial and error. I never trusted a single
attempt, always taking the same measurement
multiple times looking for consistency. It was too
easy to hold the tool at the wrong angle or have it
move slightly and end up with an incorrect value.
We’re talking about thousands of an inch, so any
slight variation would affect the outcome. If I could
get the same or similar number multiple times, I
figured that was the correct one, or at least within
a tolerance good enough to indicate whether I had
found a problem area or not.

Under Everett’s tutelage, we first measured the
rod bearings since that was the source of the
failure. We found that the all the bearings were
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showing wear and were now out of spec, but just
barely. Except, of course, the one that had gone
bad, which was about 0.030” beyond where it
should be. Doesn’t sound like much, but that’s all
it took to make that ugly noise. Those were
getting replaced regardless, so that exercise was
just for information and peace of mind. The rod
big ends, where the bearings attach, were
measured next. Two measurements were taken
90 degrees out from each other. This would tell us
not only if there was wear present, but also if the
opening was still round. These all checked out ok.
This was good news so far. The bad bearing was
only worn, not broken, and had stayed in place
rather than spinning between the rod and
crankshaft. This meant that the rods were ok and
only the bearing needed replacement.
Next, we measured the crankshaft journals, the
surfaces that the bearing mate with and ride
along. Those surfaces measured as worn and
slightly out of spec, but consistent, with only
slightly more wear on the surface associated with
the bad bearing. This was expected, and it meant
they needed to be turned by the machinist. What
was not expected, however, was that those
journals were about 0.010” smaller than they
should have been. This meant that the crankshaft
had already been machined once in its lifetime.
Taking a close look at the bearings showed that
they were indeed marked as 0.010 under,
confirming our suspicions.
With the rod bearings out of the way, out attention
turned to the main bearings and journals. We
used the same process as before. We found
nothing amiss here, but since the rod journals had
been machined 0.010 under, we expected to find
the main journals in the same condition. Our
measurements and the markings on the bearings
showed that was the case. This brought forth an
interesting dilemma. Since the main journals were
ok, could I save a few bucks and only have the
rod journals machined? I’d have to add that to the
list of things to discuss with the machinist.

of the stroke than the other. We needed to take
four measurements per cylinder, two at the top
and two at the bottom, each pair 90 degrees out
from each other. This way, like the rod ends, we
could check not only the diameter at the top and
bottom, but also whether the bore was still round.
The results showed a bit more wear at the top
than the bottom on all cylinders, which is normal.
At most, they were 2-3 thousandths outside of
spec, but according to my research, this was not
enough to warrant machining the cylinder bores.
Finally, I needed to measure the crankshaft end
float, which is the amount that the crank is
allowed to move fore and aft, and it is controlled
by the thrust washers between the crank and
block at each end. For this, I needed the dial
indicator. I had done this once before with the
engine still in the car but suspected I might get a
more accurate reading with better access. This
required putting the main bearings, crankshaft,
and thrust washers back in the block temporarily.
Not a big deal. I attached the dial indicator to the
front of the block via its magnetic base and set the
pointer on the end of the crankshaft, making sure
it was as close to parallel as I could get. With a
crowbar, I moved the crankshaft as far to one end
as it would go without forcing it and set the dial
indicator to zero. Using the crowbar again, I
moved the crankshaft to the opposite end and
took a reading off the gauge. I repeated this
process several times to ensure consistency in
my readings. As with some of the other
measurements, the end float tolerance was just
slightly out of spec. This was expected, but now I
knew what size (thickness) thrust washer to buy.
Just in case, and since they weren’t expensive, I
added a few different sizes to my list.

Measuring the cylinder bores was the most
difficult and time-consuming part of the process.
Because the piston moves up and down in the
bore, it’s possible to have more wear on one end
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One last measurement to take, and that was in
the cylinder head. To know the true compression
ratio, one needs to know the volume of the
combustion chamber before at the top and bottom
of the piston stroke. This consists of two parts: the
volume inside the block, and the volume inside
the head. Since I’ve got flat-top pistons as
opposed to domed, it’s straight-forward to
calculate the volume of the cylinder in the block.
But the chamber in the head is irregularly shaped
and needs to be measured directly. They call this
“cc-ing” the head. A rather crude terminology for
saying “measuring the volume in cubic
centimeters”. Weird, but that’s what it’s called.
Anyway, the premise behind it is to fill a syringe
with a known amount of water, inject enough to fill
the cavity in the head. Then subtract the amount
remaining in the syringe from the original number
and voila! That’s the volume of the cylinder head
combustion chamber! There’s a little more to it,
but not much. Kits for doing this are readily
available from Jegs or Summit or Amazon, and
it’s not hard to find instructions via YouTube or
elsewhere.

Armed with that number, I could now plug the
engine data into any number of compression ratio
calculators found on the internet. Here’s the one I
used, which just happens to be tailored
specifically for Triumph engines:
https://view.officeapps.live.com/op/view.aspx?src
=http%3A%2F%2Fauskellian.com%2Fpaul%2Flin
ks_files%2FCR%2520head%2520skim%2520calc
ulator_v3.xls&wdOrigin=BROWSELINK
I had to modify it a bit to make it work for a 6cylinder, but the principal and the math is the
same. According to the calculations, I had a
9.25:1 compression ratio, or close to it. This was
good news! There was some speculation as to
whether mine was a 9.25 or an emissionsstrangled 8.5:1. Now I knew for sure, and if I
wanted the machine shop to skim the head to
increase that ratio, I could now calculate how
much to remove.
With all that information in hand, it was now time
to find myself a machine shop. There are a few in
town, mostly geared toward muscle cars and drag
racing, but I asked my mechanic friend for a
recommendation. He pointed me towards a little
mom & pop shop in Beavercreek. Being a truly old
school place, they had no web presence, so I
stopped in after work one day to have a chat. The
prices he gave me were substantially less than
those that Ted gave me a few months prior, which
was encouraging. A few days later, I packed up
the block, head, rods, and pistons and delivered
them to the shop. I had a list of things for them to
take care of, but they pretty much knew what was
needed and took care of everything. In addition to
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the engine, I had them resurface the flywheel.
Might as well. I knew there might be some
additional head work to do, so I left that for them
to inspect and advise later.

A couple weeks went by, and I hadn’t heard
anything, so I gave them a call for an update. This
was when I got some bad news. The head was
going to need a complete valve job, and the
cylinder walls had some scoring and other
damage that the machinist didn’t like. Stuff that I
apparently couldn’t see in the poor lighting of my
garage or didn’t know what I was looking at. He
recommended boring them oversized and getting
new pistons to match. Those were expenses I
was hoping to avoid, but at least I’d be starting
fresh with more new parts. And increasing the
cylinder bore size means more displacement and
more power anyway, right? Sure, why not. And
so, those parts were ordered and delivered to the
shop, and the waiting began anew.

Pertronix Tech Session II
John Coutant
I finally received what looks to be a correctly
manufactured Pertronix electronic ignition. So we
will try a repeat of the August 2021 Tech session
on electronic ignitions. Talking to our Events
Chairperson, October looks to be a good time to
review electronic ignitions for our Triumphs and
use the installing of a Pertronix in my TR3A as a
review of how to install, time, and care for. Stay
tuned for details but the session will be at casa
Coutant will donuts, coffee, and electrical stuff.

More on TR7 Ignition Wires
Bruce Clough
Well, last month saw me fretting about the Old
Paint ebay spark plug wires which were about the
right length, but didn’t come with the right coil to
distributor high voltage wire, hit against each
other at the plugs, and were a bit too small to fit in
the plug wire holders.
Rimmers showed a picture of their late spark plug
wire set, and it showed the right length coil to
distributor lead, so I bought a set.
Two weeks later it’s in our mailbox. On
examination, the set is really two sets of spark
plug wires the same lengths, and the coil to
distributor lead.
The original spark plug wires
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were all different lengths, so don’t know how this
will fit. They are thicker, so they will fit in the clips
better.

4-Wire holder on the valve cover held in place by
pop rivets.

ebay wires.
I took the liberty of putting in new plugs at this
time since I had them - why not. Installation of the
plugs was somewhat easy - hardest thing was
pushing the ends into the distributor cap - they are
tough, but ensured of making a good contact and
not falling out! The thicker wires fit the holders
better, and the plug boots were not quite as long,
but the only two lengths meant Plug 1 and 4 were
a bit short - not too short that they wouldn’t fit the
holders, but short enough that they pulled the
spark plug wire clips off their metal tabs.

2-Wire holder riveted to the tab.

Let me explain. The spark plug wire holders are
plastic holders that snap on to metal tabs
attached to the end of a head stud, or attached to
the valve cover. Over the years the plastic nibs in
the holders that fit into holes in the metal tab
wear, and on Old Paint they have worn enough
that with the added tug of the shorter wires they
pull the holders off the tabs.
Now, you can try to find new ones. Rimmers sells
the 4-wire one for the valve cover, but the 2-wire
ones they sell are not original, besides, buying
and shipping, it’s soo lame…out came the pop
rivet gun. I just drilled out the holes on the metal
tabs and pop riveted the holders to the tabs using
aluminum rivets. East peasy… We now have
new spark plugs and spark plug wires. Joy.

Wires and holders in place and ready to go!
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MVT Enamel Car Badge - $30.00

MVT Cloth Patch - $12.00

MVT Memorabilia

MVT Pin - $5.00

The Club has the following fantastic, wonderful
memorabilia for sale. Show your colors in public,
on your car or on you! Look at all we have:
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MVT Car Flag - $5.00

They look very spiffy on a TR7…
All the memorabilia is available at each Club
meeting upon request. Please contact our MVT
Memorabilia
Manger,
Harry
Mague
harrymague@aol.com

Classifieds
Classified ads are free to MVT members and run
month to month. We do not endorse anything in
here, nor do we get any compensation in fees or
royalties. As with the rest of life “buyer beware”.

MVT Window Sticker - $1.00

MVT Magnetic Signs – these can be easily cut
so they are round. They are 12”x12”, 11” in
diameter if cut round. - $12

Hardtop for Sale -Triumph TR6 Snugtop Custom
Hardtop:
• Black -Built in Long Beach, California
• Factory Mint Condition inside and out,
weather stripping, glass ,headliner etc.
• Ready to bolt on and go
• Hardware included -Price Negotiable
Also have the following: TR2-3B Hardtop ,Black
original steel , no dents ,needs paint and
headliner-$300, TR3-3A rear seat and bracket
,black , good condition , 2 available -$100 each,
TR3-3B bare side curtain frames, Dzus mount$50 pr., Original Smiths Heater assembly
complete TR2-3B ,2 available $200 each o.b.o.
Additional parts available - pls inquire.
ROBERT BENTLEY Triumph TR7 1975-81
Repair Operation Manual, Haynes TR7 1975-81
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Repair Manual , Rare and detailed British Leyland
Repair Operation Manual printed January 1977)
Sold as a set of 3 -$75
Inquire at tryanity@gmail.com .

possible and free or cheap. A project of Giuseppe.
Clyde Collins - cyaclyde@outlook.com
Wanted - We are looking for a treadmill and
thought we would ask here first. If anyone has
one they were thinking parting with, let us know.
Thank you - Jeff Barth

Wanted - a TR 2-4 engine for display at British
Transportation Museum. Not running, complete as
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BCD Attendance in Past Years – High
Water Mark in 2009
Year
2006
2007
2008 (Recess2009 -ion)
2010

Pre-Registered
195
178
143
174
149

Total Registered
353
310
295
355
309

Vendors
6
6
6
8
5

2011

182

304

3

2012

143

255

5

2013 (Sequestrat 134

205

4

2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022

259
266 Plus 89(S/B’s)
260
275 + 3 Not Reg’d
258
275
0
293
232

5
~6
~5
6
8
8
0
8
~12

143
128
159
156
162
150
0
182
173

Cars on The Field
341
300
266 - 288
349
302

Weather
Sunny & Hot
Sunny & Hot
Sunny & Hot
Sunny & Hot
7th Straight Year
Sunny & Hot
300 - 306
Rain Threat –
Sunny, later
246
Rain Threat –
Sunny, later
184
Rain Threat –
Sunny, later
245
Partly cloudy and warm
346
Cloudy and warm
252
Sunny, warm, Lo Hum.
270
Sunny, warm, Lo Hum.
241 (17 no-shows)
Sunny, Hot, Hi Hum.*
268
Sunny, warm, Lo Hum.
0
Not Recorded
268 (~ 25 No-Shows) Sunny, Hot, Hi Hum.**
~210 (~30 No Shows) Rain at about 8 - 9 AM, then
Cleared off, Sunny & Warm.

* Showers at about 3 PM closed the day.
** Showers at about 4 PM, but no cool-off. Car count at Noon – 236 (MVT), 263(MG Club)
2017 - Best Year since 2011.
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